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Welcome...
It is a great pleasure to me that you have chosen
the Faculty of Economics at the Technical
University of Liberec. The university, founded
in 1953, which now consists of seven faculties
and one Institute of Health Studies, teaches
thousands of Czech and international students in
the sciences and the humanities. It is a dynamic
learning community that offers a wide range
of courses and study modules. It supports
the development of new opportunities inside
and outside the classroom.
The Faculty of Economics focuses on research
activities and cooperates with prominent
academic, scientific and business institutions
not only in the Czech Republic but also abroad.
The biggest objective is to produce highly
employable graduates.

This brochure contains useful information
regarding your studies as well as about
the university, accommodation, students´ life
and also the town of Liberec.
I hope that it answers most of the questions
you might be asking yourself before coming
here. If you need further information, do not
hesitate to contact our International Office
and our departmental coordinator who will be
pleased to help you. I believe we can offer you
the study experience that closely meets your
personal needs and help you to achieve your
future career plans.

The Faculty of Economics has a wide international
cooperation, which is still expanding, with over
thirty countries in the Erasmus+ programme
alone. The main mission is to give our students
the access to global opportunities that widen
their horizons.

prof. Ing. Miroslav Žižka, Ph.D.

Dean of the Faculty of Economics
Technical University of Liberec

You can find all important information on our websites

www.ef.tul.cz/mojeskola, www.ef.tul.cz/myuniversity, http://cec.ef.tul.cz/
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Welcome to the
Technical University
of Liberec
The Technical University of Liberec is a
Czech public university with an international
environment. We welcome more than 500
international students each academic year,
and our international students are an important
aspect of our campus life and a valuable
addition to the internationalization of TUL’s own
academic environment.
TUL has become involved in the world
universities evaluation process and has
succeeded very well. For 2020, we are among the
1001+ best universities in the world according
to Times Higher Education Supplement
Ranking (THE).

8

According to the Rating QS University Ranking,
the TUL ranks 118th among the top 300
universities in Emerging Europe and Central
Asia. The total number of 450 universities was
evaluated. This rating evaluates: academic
reputation, the reputation of the employer,
ratio employees / students, the number of PhD
employees, the number of publications and
the number of citations, the number of foreign
employees and students, the impact of websites.
In the 2021 edition the TUL performed in the
751-800 rank range in QS Ranking.

The Faculty of Economics of the Technical
University of Liberec offers what companies
and organisations need at the beginning of
the 3rd millennium: top-quality education,
research,
knowledge,
experience,
and
cooperation. During its existence, the faculty
has been transformed into a prestigious,
respected institution providing a complete
education, i.e. bachelor’s, master’s and
doctoral degrees, in these programmes of
study: Business Administration, Economic Policy
in Global Environment, Business Economics and
Management, and Economics and Informatics.

The 2020 Times Higher Education World
University Rankings table for business and
economics subjects uses the same rigorous and
balanced range of 13 performance indicators
as the overall World University Rankings,
but the methodology has been recalibrated
to suit the individual fields. It highlights the
universities that are leading across business
and management, accounting and finance, and
economics and econometrics subjects.
In November 2019, a score for economic
studies was published. The Faculty of Economics
has ranked 501+.

Welcome to the
Faculty
of Economics
E-learning
support

INTRODUCTION
OF THE FACULTY
OF ECONOMICS

Introduction of the
Faculty of Economics
History

Awards

The Faculty of Economics at the Technical
University of Liberec was officially established
in 1992 by the decision of the Accreditation
Commission of the Czech Government.
However, the tradition of economic courses
taught at the Technical University of Liberec
(established 1953) is much older. The courses
were part of the programmes taught at the
Faculty of Mechanical Engineering and the
Faculty of Textile Engineering.

During the existence of the Faculty of Economics,
a number of academic staff at the faculty has
been awarded for their significant work.

The Faculty of Economics is located in the
H building of the Technical University of Liberec
Campus.
Within its 26 year existence, the faculty
has become a prestigious and respected
institution which provides bachelor, master and
doctoral degrees in study programmes such
Business Administration, Economic Policy in
Global Environment, Business Economics and
Management, and Economics and Informatics.

Prof. Ing. Jan Ehleman, CSc., RNDr. Pavel Satrapa,
Ph.D. and doc. Ing. Jan Skrbek, Dr. were awarded
a medal of 1st rank by the Ministry of Education,
Youth and Sports. Doc. Dr. Ing. Olga Hasprová,
prof. Ing. Jan Ehleman, CSc., doc. Ing. Josef Sixta,
CSc., prof. Ing. Jiří Kraft, CSc., prof. Ing. Ivan Jáč,
CSc. and prof. Ing. Lubomír Cyhelský, DrSc. were
also awarded for their work by a number of
notable institutions.
Prof. Norbert Reetz from the University of
St. Gallen, who is an eminent specialist in
the field of theoretical economics and has
cooperated with the Faculty of Economics for
many years, has been awarded the doctorate
HONORIS CAUSA.

Education
At present, the Faculty of Economics of the
Technical University has accredited study
programmes at Bachelor, Master and Doctoral
levels, which are conducted in the form of fulltime courses, with a selected number available
as part-time courses. Six foreign languages
are taught by both Czech and native-speaking
lecturers.
The faculty enables its students to acquire
in-depth experience in economics and
management,
finance
and
accounting,
legislation, marketing, international trade,
services, tourism and applied information
technology. The Faculty of Economics in Liberec
is a dynamic faculty which adapts to real
conditions and introduces innovative courses
according to the needs of the entrepreneurial
environment and the trends of economic
progress. In doing so, the faculty creates
preconditions for the flexibility of its graduates
in terms of their future jobs and their fast
professional growth. Graduates are able to find
work in economics, specifically in the fields of
business administration, banking and financial
services, public administration, informatics and
managerial informatics, for both corporate and
non-profit organizations.

The faculty cooperates with dozens of
institutions and some of them have become
its partners. The Department of External
Relations organizes many events, lectures
and presentations by external lecturers, which
are very popular among students and staff
members of the Faculty of Economics.

Faculty of Economics
offers 26 years of experience
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Scientific and Research Activities
The scientific and research activities of the
faculty are of great importance. Significant
findings of scientific work are regularly
presented at international conferences and
published in scientific journals. The range of
scientific and research activities is growing and,
with increasing acquisition of resources, the
faculty is also able to finance its activities. For
their projects, members of the faculty actively

acquire and use resources from the Czech
Science Foundation, the Ministry for Regional
Development, the Ministry of Education, Youth
and Sports grants and European resources like
the Operational Programme of Education for
Competitiveness (ECOP). Scientific and research
projects are being developed at all levels, i.e.
international, national and regional.

Illustration of the recent successful projects and grants at the Faculty of Economics:
Developing the Skills Necessary for the Digital Business Transformation (TJ02000206, solved by
Mgr. Tereza Semerádová, Ph.D., 2019)
The use of BigData for socio-economical position of inhabitants in region types defined by the
Strategy of the Regional Development 2021+ (TL01000303, solved by 				
Ing. Aleš Kocourek, Ph.D., 2018)
The empirical study of the impact of the presence of clusters on the performance of member
companies (GA18-01144S, solved by prof. Ing. Miroslav Žižka, Ph.D., 2018)
New start – co-operation between TUL (FE) and NTNU (FE) (7F16033, solved by 			
Ing. Jaroslav Demel, Ph.D., 2017)
Family business - solutions to social and economic disparities of municipalities 			
(TD03000035, solved by prof. Ing. Ivan Jáč, CSc., 2016)
The impact of the lobbying transparency on democratization and its consequences 		
(GA16-08786S, solved by doc. Ing. Šárka Laboutková, Ph.D., 2016)

••
••
••
••
••
••

The Faculty of Economics has been the initiator
and one of the founders of the prestigious
E+M Economics and Management scientific
journal registered in the Social Sciences Citation
Index of Thompson Reuters. At the same time
the faculty is the main administrator and the
seat of the editorial staff of the journal.

For more information see 			
www.ekonomie-management.cz.
The Faculty of Economics organizes several
international scientific conferences and
seminars. The international conference called
Liberec Economic Forum is one of the most
significant events and takes place biannually.

Introduction of the
Central European
Campus Nisa/Neisse
The Central European Campus (CEC) Nisa/
Neisse is an unofficial “brand” used for a joint
study programme International Management
offered by two universities in Nisa/Neisse region.
In other words, it is a unique way how to study
one study programme at two universities in two
countries at the same time. A graduate gets
both Master diplomas - Czech and German!

The Faculty of Economics of the Technical
University of Liberec and the International
Institute Zittau of Technical University of
Dresden - two renowned partner institutions,
separated only by a one-hour-trip (footwalk,
train and tram), but united by a common,
integrated double degree master programme
International Management.
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What means
Double Degree
programme
„A review of the literature, university web pages, survey reports and research articles shows a
plethora of terms used to describe international collaborative programs, such as double and joint
degrees. These terms include: double, multiple, tri-national, joint, integrated, collaborative, international,
consecutive, concurrent, co-tutelle, overlapping, conjoint, parallel, simultaneous, and common degrees.
They mean different things to different people within and across countries, thereby, causing mass confusion
about the real meaning and use of these terms.“
(KNIGHT, Jane: Doubts and Dilemmas with Double Degree Programs. In:“Globalisation
andInternationalisation of Higher Education” [online monograph]. Revista de Universidad y Sociedad
del Conocimiento (RUSC). Vol. 8, No 2, pp. 297-312. UOC. 2011. ISSN 1698-580X)
European Approach for Quality Assurance of Joint Programmes (approved in May 2015) is as follows:
“Double/multiple degree - Separate degrees awarded by higher education institutions offering the joint
programme attesting the successful completion of this programme. If two degrees are awarded by two
institutions, this is a ‘double degree’.”

According to Higher Education Act § 47a:
1) Studies in Bachelor’s, Master’s and doctoral
degree programmes may also be carried out
in cooperation with foreigh higher education
institutions that offer degree programmes with
related contents.

2) Conditions of cooperation may be modified,
in accordance with Paragraph (1), in compliance
with provisions of this Act and legal regulations
of the state where the cooperating higher
education institution has been established

by an agreement of participating higher
education institutions; in particular they
can modify admission procedures, details
concerning organization of parts of the degree
programme performed at a foreign higher
education institution and conditions for
completion, details of documents required
for completion and recognition of the passed
examinations or other study obligations fulfilled
at a foreign higher education institution,
possibly information on a joint academic degree,
and about other rights and duties of students
in accordance with internal regulations of the
foreign higher education institution and the Law
of the state in which the study will take place.

3) Graduates of studies in degree
programmes offered in cooperation with
foreign
higher education institutions are
awarded academic titles pursuant to subsections
45 (4), 46 (4) and 47 (5) and in addition, according
to the circumstances, academic titles of the
foreign higher education institutions pursuant
to current legislation in the relevant state.
The diploma includes the name of the foreign
higher education institution with which the
cooperation was carried out and may include
the information that the foreign academic title
is a joint title also awarded simultaneously at the
foreign higher education institution.

Study at two universities at once.
The graduates receive two degrees from both universities.
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Thanks to a broad range of international
contacts and the support of Erasmus+, a lot of
students get the chance to take part in courses
for one or more semesters at leading European
universities, such as St Gallen, Switzerland,
Wrexham, the UK, Firenze, Italy, Nice, France and
over thirty more universities all over Europe.
Lecturers at the Faculty of Economics are widely
supported by the faculty, which provides them

short lecture stays abroad on the one hand
and organizes lectures by leading experts from
foreign universities for the faculty’s students on
the other.
Another possibility for students is a one
year study placement at the University of
Huddersfield Business School in the UK. It has
been available for a long time on the basis of
bilateral agreements between the universities.

Both our students and our staff
have many opportunities to cooperate with our international partners.

International
Cooperation

“Nothing ever becomes real until it is experienced.”
John Keats
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IMPORTANT
CONTACTS

Important Contacts
Address
Faculty of Economics
Voroněžská 13
461 17 Liberec
Czech Republic
phone: + 420 485 351 111
e-mail: prijimacky.ef@tul.cz,
admissions.ef@tul.cz

websites in Czech:
www.ef.tul.cz,
			www.ef.tul.cz/mojeskola
websites in English:
www.ef.tul.cz/en,
			www.ef.tul.cz/myuniversity
Joint website of FE TUL and IHI:
			http://cec.ef.tul.cz/

Faculty Management		
Dean of Faculty
prof. Ing. Miroslav Žižka, Ph.D. 				
miroslav.zizka@tul.cz
Vice-Dean for Research
doc. Ing. Klára Antlová, Ph.D. 				
klara.antlova@tul.cz
Vice-Dean for Study (studies in Czech)
PhDr. Ing. Jaroslava Dědková, Ph.D. 			
jaroslava.dedkova@tul.cz
Vice-Dean for Study (foreign studies)
Ing. Lenka Strýčková, Ph.D. 				
lenka.stryckova@tul.cz
Vice-Dean for External Relations
Ing. Jaroslav Demel, Ph.D. 				
jaroslav.demel@tul.cz
Vice-Dean for Studying Conception and Development
Ing. Mgr. Marek Skála, Ph.D. 				
marek.skala@tul.cz
Chief Secretary of the Faculty
Ing. Jarmila Hawlová					jarmila.hawlova@tul.cz
Secretary of the Dean
Tereza Marková 						tereza.markova@tul.cz

Study Office
Head of study office
Lenka Mráčková

		lenka.mrackova@tul.cz

Study assistants dedicated for IM:
Kateřina Těhníková 			katerina.tehnikova@tul.cz
Martina Chvojková			 martina.chvojkova@tul.cz
General study assistant:
Ing. Iveta Honzáková			

iveta.honzakova@tul.cz

Don’t hesitate to ask questions.
Our staff is here for you.
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Studying may be hard sometimes.
But all problems can be solved and we can help you with that.

CEC Nisa / Neisse Staff et FE TUL
doc. Ing. Kateřina Maršíková, Ph.D.
CEC Nisa / Neisse Guarantor of the Study Field
Questions concerning structure of the study programme
e-mail: katerina.marsikova@tul.cz
phone: + 420 485 352 344

Ing. Lenka Strýčková, Ph.D.
CEC Nisa / Neisse Coordinator
Vice-Dean for Study Affairs (foreign studies)
e-mail: lenka.stryckova@tul.cz
phone: + 420 485 352 379

Kateřina Těhníková
Study Assistent for Czech Students of IM
e-mail: katerina.technikova@tul.cz
phone: + 420 485 352 371

Martina Chvojková
Study Assistent for Foreign Students of IM
Faculty Erasmus+ Coordinator
e-mail: martina.chvojkova@tul.cz, admissions.ef@tul.cz
phone: + 420 485 352 418
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ERASMUS+
AT TUL

Being a regular student at the Technical
University of Liberec, one has a chance to
participate in the Erasmus+ programme and
spend some part of the studies abroad and to
be financially supported by the European Union
at the same time. Students of Internatonal
management become regular students of
the Technical University of Dresden as well,
so they can decide to participate in the
Erasmus+ programme through this university!
Specification of IHI Zittau Erasmus+ partners:
https://tu-dresden.de/studium/im-studium/
auslandsaufenthalt/erasmus?set_language=de

The student can complete a study stay or a
practical internship abroad for a maximum of
12 months for a bachelor, master or doctoral
level. For example, he/she may have completed
6 months of study stay and 6 months of
practical internship or 12 months of practical
internship. However, a 12-month limit applies
in one study level. Months covered under the
previous Lifelong learning Erasmus program in
the same study level are included into this limit.
For multi-year (eg. five-year) master programs,
the maximum grant for a study/practical
internship is 24 months.

You may spend 24 months on Erasmus!
Choose from a study stay or a practical internship.

Erasmus+ at TUL

More than 30
partner universities
The Faculty of Economics started the Erasmus+ Programme in the winter semester of the academic year
2006/2007. The programme was designed as a general business study programme, in order to be able
to involve students studying different specializations.
The faculty has:
More than 30 bilateral agreements with partner universities.
Approximately 30 foreign students per semester.
Approximately 80 Czech students on foreign placements per year.

••
••
••

Study stay – study abroad at a partner university:
The basis is the inter-institutional agreement.
Success in the process of selection.
Language skills (minimum B1).
Full-time study in the foreign university.
There is no tuition fee and students receive a scholarship in order to cover part of the cost.
Duration from 3 up to 12 months.
Recognition benefits after returning (30 credits/semester, but at least 18).

••
••
••
••
••
••
••

Internship - gaining work experience in a foreign organization:
Success in the process of selection.
Language training.
Full time job in a foreign company/organization.
Scholarship to cover part of the cost.
Duration from 2 to 12 months.
Recognition of practice after returning.

••
••
••
••
••
••

For more information you can contact our faculty coordinator: martina.chvojkova@tul.cz
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Erasmus Student
Network (ESN)
Erasmus Student Network (ESN)
ESN Liberec is a non-profit student organization
at the Technical University of Liberec. ESN
Liberec is part of Europe’s largest student
organization, the Erasmus Student Network.
ESN aims to enrich the local culture with the
help of foreign students and, at the same time,
make the stay of foreign students in the country
more pleasant. It seeks to provide opportunities
for cultural understanding and personal
development on the principle of SHS - Students
Helping Students.

A key project of ESN Liberec is the buddy
program. In this project, Czech students choose a
foreign student and become his/her „buddy“. In
the first days after the arrival of foreign students,
they act as support and lend a helping hand.
They help the foreign student to settle in the
dormitory accommodation and also arrange
other necessary documents.
http://esn-liberec.cz/erasmus-students

Don’t miss any trips with the ESN Liberec.
Follow their Facebook page and stay tuned for upcoming events.
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ACCREDITED
STUDY
PROGRAMMES

Bachelor Study Programmes
APPLICATIONS ARE NOT ACCEPTED UNTIL APPEARED UNDER THE APPEAL.

••
••
••
••
••

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION – Production Management (in Czech & English)
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION – Economics and Management of Services (in Czech & English)
INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC RELATIONS - Travelling and Tourism (in Czech)
INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC RELATIONS - International Trade (in Czech)
INFORMATION MANAGEMENT (in Czech)

Bachelor study programmes are only full-time.

Follow-up Master Study Programmes

••
••
••
••
••

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION – Management of Business Processes (in Czech & English)
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION – Marketing and International Trade (in Czech & English)
SYSTEM ENGINEERING AND INFORMATICS – Managerial Informatics (in Czech)
ECONOMIC POLICY IN GLOBAL ENVIRONMENT (in Czech)
INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT - Double Degree in co-operation with IHI Zittau, part of
Technische Universität Dresden (in English)

Doctoral Study Programmes

••
••

BUSINESS ECONOMICS AND MANAGEMENT – Business Economics and Management
(in Czech & English)
ECONOMICS AND INFORMATICS – Managerial Informatics (in Czech & English)

Doctoral study programmes can be studied full-time or part-time.

Accredited
Study Programmes

Bachelor
Study Programmes
Business Administration – specializations:
Production Management & Economics and
Management of Services
The aim of Bachelor’s study of Business
Administration is to prepare students to
master a broad professional agenda in the
field of business economics and management,
including accounting and financing for
enterprises operating in both manufacturing and
service sectors. Students get a basic overview of
corporate management, business management,
marketing, finance and accounting, tax issues
including legal awareness in the field of business
and public services.
The specialization of Production Management
provides graduates with a strong foundation
with knowledge in process management in
manufacturing organizations, including the
acquisition of specific IT tools used for production
planning and management. The graduates
are also introduced with specific knowledge
on tools and methods for managing modern

logistics chains as well as with maintenance
management and marketing of manufacturing
companies.
The specialization of Economics and
Management of Services is designed for
graduates who find employment in the field
of services, for example in the business sphere,
information and communication services,
finance, insurance, public administration,
educational as well as health and cultural
institutions. They gain insight into the functions
and features of the various commercial and
public service sectors, public sector financing,
and marketing and accounting features
in service organizations. Besides, they get
acquainted with information technologies used
in services.
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Business Administration
The
study
programme
of
Business
Administration prepares
graduates
to
solve economic situations in enterprises at
the middle and upper management level.
Graduates become acquainted with managing
the processes of strategic and innovative
management in the area of business economics,
financial management, marketing operations
and managerial decision-making using selected
quantitative methods.
The specialization of Management of
Business Processes provides graduates
with the knowledge of corporate project
management, using support software tools.
Moreover, graduates acquire the principles
of environmental management, auditing,
controlling and modern tools and quality
management systems.
The specialization of Marketing and
International Trade familiarizes graduates
with the concept of customer value as a tool
of competitive advantage of companies and
marketing strategic management of the
company, knowledge of brand marketing, forms

and instruments of marketing communication
of the company, functions and features of the
single internal European market and EU external
economic relations, business and orientation in
the international business environment.
The graduate of study programme International
Management will be able to critically compare
the views of standard economic models at key
economic categories and mechanisms, and
evaluate their impact on the firm, identify,
classify and interpret economic data, including
their explicit and implicit assumptions in
the application of probability methods, run
a quantitative and qualitative analysis of
economic data, use the information technology
and software support for organizational and
presentational activities. A student can choose
where to study (selected courses) - whether
in Liberec in the Czech Republic, or in Zittau,
in Germany (which is only 25 km far away), or
simultaneously in both countries. A graduate
gets both Master diplomas - Czech and German.

Master
Study Programmes

Doctoral
Study Programmes
Business Economics and Management
specialization: Business Economics and Management
The highest level of university education
provides deep and systematic knowledge of
microeconomics, the methodology of scientific
work, quantitative and statistical methods
processing empirical data and, foremost, it
equips the students with expertise knowledge
in business administration and management,
which focuses on behaviour and management

of enterprises in a global environment in terms
of innovation and new tools of corporate
finance. The graduates gain a prerequisite
for succeeding in economic and managerial
positions at the highest level of corporate and
other institutions management. Further, the
graduates will be employable at universtities,
science and research institutions.

Economics and Informatics
specialization: Managerial Informatics

The highest level of university education
provides deep and systematic knowledge of
microeconomics, the methodology of scientific
work, quantitative and statistical methods
processing empirical data and, foremost, it
equips the students with expertise knowledge
in business administration and management,
which focuses on behaviour and management

of enterprises in a global environment in terms
of innovation and new tools of corporate
finance. The graduates gain a prerequisite
for succeeding in economic and managerial
positions at the highest level of corporate and
other institutions management. Further, the
graduates will be employable at universities,
science and research institutions.
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DOUBLE
DEGREE IN
INTERNATIONAL
MANAGEMENT

Introduction of
International
Management
The aim of the International Management
study program is to prepare a universityeducated specialist for middle and higher levels
of management, prepared to solve standard
economic situations in the international
business environment of small and mediumsized companies, but also corporations or their
own businesses.
The theoretical basis for the study program
is the theory of management reflecting the
reality of significant internationalization of
most economic activities of companies. This
is followed by profiling courses in the field of
business processes. Compulsory courses also
include courses focused on methodological
preparation and the elaboration of the
diploma thesis. Through elective courses,

the student can develop their professional
knowledge and intercultural competencies. An
integrated study program will allow students
to become acquainted with different business
environments in another country.
The International Management study program
prepares graduates to solve standard economic
situations in business units at the middle and
higher levels of management. The graduate is
an expert in the field of international business
management with a focus on managing
management processes with an emphasis on
the international environment in the areas of
strategic and innovation management, financial
management, marketing operations and using
selected quantitative methods.

The graduate will gain the following competencies
and benefits:

••
••
••
••

orientate oneself in different intercultural and business environments,
identify, classify and evaluate economic data,
carry out advanced quantitative and qualitative analysis of economic data,
use information technology and software support for organizational and presentation work.

The graduate will be able to demonstrate following
knowledge:

••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••

knowledge of current strategic management approaches, business activities and processes,
including methods, tools and technologies for their management,
knowledge relevant for preparation for managerial positions,
knowledge of the functioning of the European single internal market and of the EU’s external
economic relations,
knowledge of international business activities of companies,
knowledge of the international business environment,
knowledge of quantitative methods usable in economic data processing and managerial
decision-making,
knowledge of the legislative framework for the operations of economic legal entities, including
the tax framework and accounting principles,
knowledge of the principles of investment and financial decision-making,
knowledge for business project management, including supporting SW tools,
knowledge of environmental management policy in enterprises,
knowledge of the principles of process planning at all hierarchical levels of the business entity,
knowledge of a holistic approach to business cost management,
knowledge of modern quality management systems and tools, including statistical methods.
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Double degree programme (master)
International
Management
1st Year Compulsory Courses
Name of the course

Course is
Number
Lecture/
Year/
completed
of
University
Seminar
Semester
with*
Credits

Strategic Management / SMIM

zp./zk.

2/1

5

TUL

1/1

Responsible Management

zp./zk.

3/1

5

TUD

1/1

Project Management / PRIM

zp./zk.

2/1

5

only TUL

1/1

Ressources Management and
Technological Progress

zp./zk.

2/2

5

only TUD

1/1

zp./zk.

2/1

5

TUL

1/1

zp./zk.

2/2

5

TUD

1/1

zp./zk.

1/1

5

TUL

1/1

zp./zk.

3/1

5

TUD

1/1

zp./zk.

0/4

5

TUL

1/1

zp./zk.

1/2

5

TUD

1/1

zp./zk.

2/1

5

only TUL

1/2

Logistics Management / PLIM
International Logistics Management
International Business Ethics /
PEEIM
International Business Ethics
Intercultural Communication and
Foreign Language Skills (for students
of IHI TUD and foreign students)
Intercultural Communication and
Foreign Language Skills (for students
of EF TUL)
International Trade Environment /
MOPIM
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1st Year Compulsory Courses
Name of the course
Organisation and Personal
Management / HRMIM

Course is
Number
Lecture/
Year/
completed
of
University
Seminar
Semester
with*
Credits
TUL
zp./zk.

2/2

5

zp./zk.

3/1

zp./zk.

Quantitative Methods of Empirical
Research
Quality Management / MNKIM

Organisation and Personal
Management
Marketing Research nad Data
Analysis / MVA

1/2

5

TUD
(available
since
2021)

3/3

5

TUL

1/2

zp./zk.

2/2

5

TUD

1/1**

zp./zk.

2/2

5

only TUL

1/2

1/2

Students can complete compulsory courses at TUL or TUD, where a choice is available.
* Credit (zp.)/Exam (zk.)
** This course is offered at IHI TUD only in winter semester at the moment.
1st Year Required-optional Courses (min 10 credits = 2 courses)
Name of the course
Macroeconomics II / MA2PE

Course is
Lecture/ Number
Year/
completed
University
Seminar of Credits
Semester
with**
kzp.

2/2

5

TUL

1/2

Business and Enterprises Insurance
/ POPIM

zp./zk.

2/2

5

TUL

1/2

Quantitative Methods in
Management /KMMIM

zp./zk.

2/2

5

TUL

1/2

Impacts of Globalization on the
Developing Countries / IDCIM

zp./zk.

2/1

5

TUL

1/2

zk.

2/0

5

TUL

1/2

International Accounting Systems /
MUSIM

1st Year Required-optional Courses (min 10 credits = 2 courses)
Course is
Lecture/ Number
Year/
completed
University
Seminar of Credits
Semester
with**

Name of the course
Startup - Business and Enterprise /
SUP

zk.

1/2

4

TUL

1/2

TUD – Intercultural Communication
and Foreign Language Skills 2
(module name: Intercultural
Competences)

zp./zk.

1/2

5

TUD

1/2

Management Simulation Games***

zp./zk.

1/3

5

TUD

1/2

Environmental Communication and
Responsibility***

zp./zk.

2/2

5

TUD

1/2

Regionality and Sustainability***

zp./zk.

2/2

5

TUD

1/2

Logistics Management 2***

zp./zk.

2/2

5

TUD

1/2

Risk Management***

zp./zk.

1/3

5

TUD

1/2

Corporate Social Responsibility
Management***

zp./zk.

2/2

5

TUD

1/2

Required-optional courses (min 10 credits = 2 courses)
** Credit (zp.)/Exam (zk.)/Classified credit (kzp.)
*** Availability of these required-optional courses provided by TUD in English may vary in a
particular academic year. Alternatively, it is possible to study these courses in German.

2nd Year Compulsory Courses
Name of the course
Methodology of Science / SIM
Research: Design and Strategies

Course is
completed
with**

Lecture/
Seminar

Number of
Year/
University
Credits
Semester

zp.

5

TUL

2/4

zp./zk.

5

TUD

2/4

2nd Year Compulsory Courses
Name of the course

Course is
completed
with**

Lecture/
Seminar

Number of
Year/
University
Credits
Semester

Master Thesis / DIM

zp.

25

TUL

2/4

Master Thesis

zp.

25

TUD

2/4

Final state examination / SZIM

TUL

2/4

Kolloquium

TUD

2/4

*Credit (zp.)/Exam (zk.)
No compulsory courses in 3rd semester, students have to choose from the category of Required-optional
Courses. During 3rd and 4th semester, students work on the diploma thesis either at TUL or TUD and
register compulsory courses relating to the elaboration of the thesis.

2nd YEAR – Required-optional Courses (min 30 credits = 6 courses)
Name of the course
Taxes and Tax Practice / DDPIM

Course is
Lecture/ Number
Year/
completed
University
Seminar of Credits
Semester
with**
zp./zk.

2/1

5

TUL

2/3

zp./zk.

2/1

5

TUL

2/3

Innovation Management / MIIM

zp./zk.

2/2

5

TUL

2/3

Business Intelligence / BVIIM

zp./zk.

1/1

5

TUL

2/3

Research Project in International
Business

zp./zk.

0/4

5

TUD

2/3

Managing the Multinational
Company

zp./zk.

2/2

5

TUD

2/3

International Business Law

zp./zk.

1/1

5

TUD

2/3

Biodiversity Management and
Sustainability

zp./zk.

2/2

5

TUD

2/3

Business Planning and Controlling /
PPCIM

2nd YEAR – Required-optional Courses (min 30 credits = 6 courses)
Name of the course

Course is
Lecture/ Number
Year/
completed
University
Seminar of Credits
Semester
with**

Ecosystem Services - Foundations

zp./zk.

3/2

5

TUD

2/3

Environmental Law

zp./zk.

4/1

5

TUD

2/3

Case Studies in Supply Chain
Management

zp./zk.

2/2

5

TUD

2/3

Finance

zp./zk.

1/2

5

TUD

2/3

Applied Microeconomics

zp./zk.

2/2

5

TUD

2/3

Project Planning and Controlling***

zp./zk.

2/1

5

TUD

2/3

Project Planning, Accounting and
Financial Management***

zp./zk.

2/2

5

TUD

2/3

Investment Planning***

zp./zk.

1/2

5

TUD

2/3

Information Management and
Business Intelligence***

zp./zk.

2/2

5

TUD

2/3

Corporate Tax System***

zp./zk.

1/1

5

TUD

2/3

Controlling***

zp./zk.

2/1

5

TUD

2/3

Operations Research***

zp./zk.

2/2

5

TUD

2/3

Software Application Management
Science (GAMS/R/MATLAB/
GAUSS)***

zp./zk.

0/4

5

TUD

2/3

Required-optional courses (min 30 credits = 6 courses)
** Credit (zp.)/Exam (zk.)/Classified credit (kzp.)
*** Availability of these required-optional courses provided by TUD in English may
vary in a particular academic year. Alternatively, it is possible to study these courses
in German.
A student is obliged to gain a minimum of 40 credits from the group of Required-optional Courses (min.

10 credits in 1st year, min. 30 credits in 2nd year).
The condition for applying for the final state examination is to obtain at least 120 credits for the 1st and
2nd year in the corresponding structure of subjects, submission of the diploma thesis.

The final state exam consists in the defense of a
master thesis and a discussion of the following
topics:
Compulsory courses:
Strategic Management,
Project Management
International Trade Environment,
Organisation and Personal Management,
International Business Ethics

•
•
•
•
•

Double degree programme
provides a great opportunity to study in two countries at once.
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COURSES
DESCRIPTION

Compulsory Courses
provided by FE TUL and
equivalents provided by IHI TUD
All courses are for 5 credits (with exceptions).

1st year – Winter Semester
TUL/KPE/SMIM - Strategic Management
This is an integrated course developing abilities
to identify, analyse and solve the problems of
formulation and implementation of a corporate
strategy. Students will be able to formulate
the future strategic goals, evaluate internal
and external consequences and know how
to implement the chosen strategy through
concepts and methods of strategic management.
They will also be able to give the best alternative

solution and evaluation of the selected strategic
methods, and will understand the difference
between the structural and resource-based
strategy approaches. Graduates will apply
models of strategic management and will
understand varied models of international
managing, particularly the role and importance
of strategic alliances in contemporary business
operations.

TUD - Responsible Management
(equivalent for Strategic Management)
Students will learn about the main trends in
the development of strategic management
including the latest concepts and their
methodical instruments. They will gain an

understanding that the central challenge in the
transformation of traditional strategic concepts
as a battle for market share and profits is giving
way to holistic and responsible management

strategies that give consideration to social,
ecological and ethnic interests (orientation
around the paradigm of sustainability), and
that this transformation process is only just
in its infancy. Students will be familiar with
the necessity and possibilities for the holistic
and responsible management of businesses
(“responsible management” or “managerial
responsibility”) using current theoretical
discussions and relevant practical experiences

from business. They will be familiar with the
currently available methodical instruments
required for developing holistic and responsible
management strategies and be aware of the
key challenges in global management on the
road to a paradigm of sustainability. Students
will therefore possess a good understanding
of the possibilities and the limits of responsible
management in theory and in practice.

Most compulsory courses
have an equivalent at both universities.
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TUL/KIN/PRIM - Project Management
Project Management is a tool for planning
and organizing changes in organization or
implementing new information systems,
applications and platforms. It includes managing
the implementation of the project plan, along
with operating regular ‘controls’ to ensure
that project milestones and deadlines are
followed. Goals, objectives, human resources,
budget determination and time estimation
should be in balance with quality of the project
output. At the same time, potential risks which

may cause significant project delays must be
analysed, quantified and faced when they occur.
Important issues discussed during the semester
are project management phases, approaches,
decision making tools project planning tools
(GANTT, PERT), software project management,
risk management, communication among
team members and stakeholders, feasibility
analysis, agile project management, quality
management, analysis of requirements and
decision making during project implementation.

TUD – Project Management
No equivalent course in English at TUD at the moment.

We are equipped.
Technology and information systems are important and we know it ;)
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TUD - Ressources Management and Technological
Progress
Students will take a look at environmental
resources from a technological perspective and
be able to comment of them. They will become
familiar with technological resource efficiency
and be able to view these from business,

budgeting and municipal perspectives.
They will learn the fundamental concept of
environmental business management and will
be able to explain and apply the methods of
environmental management.

TUL - Ressources Management and Technological
Progress
Students have to take this compulsory course at IHI TUD, no equivalent course at FE TUL.

TUL/KPE/PLIM - Logistics Management
The aim of the subject is to introduce students
to the dynamically developing discipline which
plays an important role in the management of
production, business, and sales organisations.
The subject introduces the basic concepts and
draws attention to the context which should

be understood by undegraduates. The subject
explains the principle and utilisation of individual
method used in business logistics. Supporting
computer resources will be presented within
the subject framework as well as practical case
studies from industrial projects.

TUD - International Logistics Management
(equivalent for Logistics Management)
This module covers a) Management framework
for international value networks (strategy
development, configuration, coordination,
fit) b) Peripheral systems of international
value networks (macro-environment, microenvironment) and the associated political,
economic, geographic and cultural distances
c) Approaches to international procurement

logistics, particularly supplier management
and successfully leading negotiations within
the context of international value chains d)
Approaches to production logistics at the
location level, e.g. Lean Management methods
e) Approaches to planning, management and
control of combined, intermediate and intercompany, cross-border trades.

TUL/KMG/PEEIM - International Business Ethics
The aim of the subject is to highlight the
importance of ethics in management and
business, to introduce students to the history
and content of business ethics, to introduce
them to the basic concepts, the history of ethics

and theories, to stimulate students to think
about ethical issues, to develop their knowledge
and skills in decision-making and problemsolving in relation to ethical criteria, and to form
ethical values of an individual.

TUD – International Business Ethics
The module systematically covers the three
fundamental questions of international
business ethics:

relating to business ethics and typical areas
of international business where ethics and
economics conflict.

1. the problem of the philosophical justification
of globally relevant ethics (in particular discourse
ethics and dialogue ethics as reference models)

The module also looks at the most important
international initiatives (and their framework
conditions) for producing induced and voluntary
commitments in the area of “compliance versus
integrity”, e.g. US Sentencing Commission
Guidelines, Sarbanes Oxley Act, OECD
Guidelines for Multinational Corporations, UN
Global Compact (Human Rights, Lab Standards,
Environmental Protection, Anti-Corruption),
ISO 26000, Global Reporting Initiative, financial
market standards and various social and
environmental standards.

2. the problem of the economic justification
of necessity and possibility of (discourse) ethics
when subject to global competition, and
3. the problem of management and technical
justification of specific actions for implementing
these ethics (e.g. dialogue ethics.
In addition to this, the module provides an
insight into the stakeholder model as an
analytical reference framework for questions
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TUL/KCJ/CIM - Intercultural Communication and
Foreign Language Skills
(for students of IHI TUD and foreign students)
The course introduces the issue of intercultural
communication in relations between Czechs
and Germans. The focus is on the historical
and social development of the Czech Republic,
its political and educational system etc. The

Czech cultural traditions and habits are also
mentioned. Furthermore, the student will
acquire basic knowledge of the grammar and
lexical system of the Czech language.

TUD - Intercultural Communication and Foreign
Language Skills
(for students of FE TUL)
Students will learn about the fundamental
models of communicative relations with a focus
on intercultural communication. They will
understand how these relate to philosophical
and discourse ethics, with a focus on respect.
They will be able to apply their acquired

theoretical knowledge in specific cultural
contexts and gain some practical experience
in a foreign or multi-cultural environment.
Students will possess knowledge of a foreign
language which will form the basis of, and be a
useful tool for, intercultural communication.
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1st year – Summer Semester
TUL/KMG/MOPIM - International Trade Environment
The course aims to introduce students to
different areas and aspects of international
trade and their practical application to business
environment. In the seminars, students will
apply the theoretical knowledge and they

will try to create fictitious businesses whose
business operations would correspond to the
real mutual trade links between the EU and third
countries.

TUD - International Trade Environment
No equivalent course in English at TUD at the moment.

TUL/KPE/HRMIM - Organisation and Personal
Management
The subject will be taught in 3 modules:
Module I - Specifics of HRM in small and
medium sized enterprises (SMEs): Specifics of
planning in HRM, recruitment and selection,
competency based model in SMEs. Induction
process in SMEs. Employee retention in SMEs
(talent management, training and development,
evaluation, remuneration, motivation and
engagement). Dismissal of employees, risk of
employee turnover, outplacement from the
perspective of SMEs, including case studies.

Module II - Specifics of HRM in corporations:
HRM processes in large corporations (Specifics
of recruitment and selection, employee
retention, evaluation of employees, social media
in HRM).
Module III - Specifics of HRM in the international
environment

TUD - Organisation and Personal Management
No equivalent course in English at TUD at the moment.

TUL/KMG/MVA - Marketing Research and Data Analysis
Marketing Research provides a systematic
introduction to the principles and practice of
marketing research. The aim of the course is to
introduce the role and need of market research,
to define types and concepts of marketing
research, data sources, to describe the market
research process, research methodology, and

methods of data collection, questionnaire
design, sampling methods and methods of
data analysis. Students will learn marketing
research in an applied and practical way. The
course also introduces the procedure and the
statistical methods of data evaluation.

TUD - Quantitative Methods of Empirical Research
(equivalent for Marketing Research and Data Analysis)
This course covers multivariate methods of
empirical social research; it looks at the central
significance of multivariate methods of analysis
in quantitative empirical research as well as its
meaningful application to problems of structure
analysis in economic and social science data.

them. Students will have a fundamental
understanding of testing and exploration
analysis strategies within the context of general
linear models. They will have an understanding
of the requirements and analytical possibilities
of quantitative empirical methods.

Students will learn about the statistical methods
of regression analysis, main component analysis
and cluster analysis for testing and exploring
structures in multivariant data analysis that they
can make use of when working on empirical
quantitative problems. They will be able to
check the requirements for applying these
methods at the data structure level, as well as
uncover problems in the models and eliminate

They will possess the ability to use methodical
research instruments for answering scientific
questions. Students will further possess skills in
working with statistical analysis software. They
will also gain the ability to critically approach
quantitative empirical research literature as
well as independently understand the basic
literature on statistics.
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TUL/KPE/MNKIM - Quality Management
The course focuses on modern quality
management systems, progressive quality
management tools including statistical
methods and ISO 9000 standards. Students
will get an overview of approaches to assuring
and enhancing complex quality standards in
Czech and European enterprises. Part of the

seminars is an introduction of the practical
use of individual tools for quality assurance.
An expert on quality management from a
manufacturing company visits the seminar to
discuss how the individual systems and tools are
applied in practice.

TUD - Quality Management
No equivalent course in English at TUD at the moment.

2nd year – Winter Semester
No compulsory courses, students have to choose from the category of Required-optional Courses.

2nd year – Summer Semester
TUL/KPE/SIM – Methodology of Science
(for students who will elaborate and defend Master Thesis at FE TUL under TUL
supervisor)
The aim of this course is the systematic preparation of the diploma thesis.

TUD - Research: Design and Strategies
(for students who will elaborate and defend Master Thesis at IHI TUL under TUD
supervisor)
This module covers research questions, setting scientific objectives, methods and approaches.

TUL/department/DIM – Master Thesis
(for students who will elaborate and defend Master Thesis at FE TUL under
TUL supervisor)
Methodological guidance for students in
terms of the content and formal editing of the
thesis. During individual consultations with
the supervisor, the student checks the correct

procedure of processing the final thesis. Part of
the course is to prepare students for the diploma
thesis defence.

TUD – Master Thesis
(for students who will elaborate and defend Master Thesis at IHI TUL under TUD
supervisor)
TUL/KPE/SZIM – Final State Examination
The state examination officially ends the
master study programme. It consists of diploma
work defence and academic debate; both parts
take place in front of a board of examiners. The
board examines and evaluates the student’s

professional knowledge in predetermined
subjects and their thematic questions. Further,
it evaluates the quality of diploma work and its
presentation.

TUD – Kolloquium
(for students who will elaborate and defend Master Thesis at IHI TUL under
TUD supervisor)
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Required-optional Courses
provided by FE TUL and equivalents
provided by IHI TUD
A student is obliged to gain a minimum of 40 credits from the group of Required-optional Courses
(min. 10 credits in 1st year, min. 30 credits in 2nd year).

1st year – Winter Semester
There are no required-optional courses for 1st semester of study, only compulsory.

1st year – Summer Semester
TUL/KEK/MA2PE – Macroeconomics II
The aim of the course is to broaden the
theoretical knowledge of students acquired
in the Bachelor’s course (Macroeconomics
I), to familiarize students with the economic
theories of major macroeconomic schools

and to deepen the macroeconomic thinking.
Emphasis is focused on the understanding of
the links and consequences in the approaches
of discussed economic schools.

TUL/KSY/POPIM - Business and Enterprises Insurance
The aim of the subject is to introduce students
to the possibilities of managing risks not only
in SMEs, but also in big corporations. Students

should be able to analyse risk situations in
an enterprise and should suggest possible
solutions for decreasing or eliminating the risks.

TUL/KPE/KMMIM - Quantitative Methods in
Management
The aim of the subject is to get knowledge
of theoretical background and practical
applications of selected quantitative methods.

The methods are used to support the decision
making of managers at different levels of
management.

TUL/KEK/IDCIM - Impact of Globalization on the
Developing Countries
The course is strongly synthetic as it combines
the knowledge of the world economy,
globalization and integration processes,
economic policies, macroeconomics, and
microeconomics. Thus, students gain a
complex picture of the role and position of the

developing countries in the globalized world.
They learn how the external influences affect
the situation in the developing economies and
realize how the developing countries enforce
their interests in the interdependent world
economy.

TUL/KFU/MUSIM - International Accounting Systems
The aim of this course is to provide students
information about classification of accounting
systems, regulation and harmonization of
accounting systems, importance, historical
development and structure of International
Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS). The
course also covers Conceptual Framework
of IFRS which is used for preparation and

presentation
of
financial
statements.
Subsequently individual measurement bases
used in IFRS for valuing assets and liabilities
are characterized. The course also deals with
the content of individual standards in order to
prepare financial statements in accordance with
the requirements of IFRS.
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TUL/KPE/SUP - Startup - Business and Enterprise
(4 credits)
The course aims to equip students with the
necessary knowledge and competences to
successfully manage the transition of graduates
into business practice. The course provides a
basic understanding of business, strengthening
the skills of independent solution to tasks and
problems, leading to the use of project solutions
and processing activities. The idea is developed
into a simple business model, adequate team
is built and the identity of the company is

determined, together with the target customer
and distribution channels. What is emphasized is
the team management skills and the importance
of individual roles on the team, ability to conduct
business negotiations, overcome intercultural
differences, give presentations and defend their
own thoughts. This course is intended to be
organised as intensive course (“summer school”)
without regular weekly schedule.

TUD – Intercultural Communication and Foreign
Language Skills 2
(module name: Intercultural Competences)
Students will possess expertise in intercultural
communication and know how to use
scientific analytical tools in order to evaluate

the success and/or failure of an intercultural
project. Students will also improve their foreignlanguage skills.

Practical application
Case studies and teamwork are part of most of our classes.

2nd year – Winter Semester
TUL/KFU/DDPIM - Taxes and Tax Practice
The main objective of the course is to present
the taxation as one of the key issues a company
can come across during its operation. The course
extends the theoretical and practical knowledge
and explains the principles of taxation. Students
will understand the classification of taxes, as well

as, the economic effects of taxation. Students
are further acquainted with harmonization
of taxes and international cooperation in this
area. Subsequently, individual tax problems
which students come across in the business
environment are discussed.

TUL/KFU/PPCIM - Business Planning and Controlling
The main objective of the course is to present
the planning and controlling as management
subsystems that in mutual interconnection
support achieving business goals and the longterm prosperity of a company. The course
extends the theoretical and practical knowledge
of students and explains the principles of

planning processes at all hierarchical levels of
the business entity, including the adherence
to linkages between individual plans. Students
are further acquainted with controlling as a
comprehensive approach to cost management
of a company.

TUL/KPE/MIIM - Innovation Management
The intention of the course Innovation
Management is to introduce students to the
wide issue of innovation in an enterprise. The
particular topics of the course are society
and science, innovation models, structure of
innovation processes and basic approaches
for creating innovative organization. The aim

of the course is to acquire knowledge and
skills to formulate innovation strategies of
an organization, creation and management
of innovation projects of economic subjects
including possibilities and methods of their
financing.
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TUL/KIN/BUIIM - Business Intelligence
Business Intelligence systems are the modern
software database solutions which enable
the efficient and rapid decision making in
enterprises, organizations and the industry.
Contrary to operational database systems, BI
data warehouses permit the efficient storage
of big data volume, variety and velocity. Data
is extracted from various internal and external
data sources and transformed into the

appropriate format for its better processing
before loaded to a data warehouse. Then, high
and low level data analysis is possible with
OLAP tools and prediction of future results
via data mining techniques is achievable. The
course examines business intelligence solutions
from a managerial perspective, and is offered
for students with informatics and business
administration background.

TUD - Research Project in International Business
Students will be able to independently develop
a theory-led academic research topic in the
field of International Business. They will be
able to generate data for working on their
research question and evaluate this data using

academically demanding methods. Students
will be able to interpret the results based upon
their theoretical statements. They will be able
to present their results and defend them in an
academic discussion.

TUD - Managing the Multinational Company
Students will learn about the specific leadership
challenges of international businesses. They will
become familiar with the relevant instruments
and methods for tackling these problems.

Students will possess an overview of current
research issues in the area of international
business leadership.

TUD - Case Studies in Supply Chain Management
Students will gain a deeper understanding
of aspects of production and logistics. They
will be able to work with current methods of
production and logistics management and
apply these to specific complex use cases. They

will learn about the possibilities and limitation of
e-learning for cooperative learning and team
work across multiple locations in production
and logistics management.

TUD - International Business Law
This module covers a) legal sources and general
principles of international law b) principles
and parties of international commercial law
c) international contracts in commercial law,
World Trade Organisation (GATT, GATS, TRIPS)
d) basic principles of European commercial
law e) law of the European single market, EFTA/
EEA f) basic principles of international civil law
from a German perspective g) conflict and
choice of laws h) principles of international

civil procedural law i) topics in international
trade and commercial law (in particular: lex
mercatoria, INCOTERMS, CISG, CESL) j) basic
principles of international and European
corporate law k) international trade agreements
external to the WTO and investment protection
law l) international arbitration agreements m)
cross-border assertion of legal rights n) basic
principles of international competition and
insolvency law.

TUD - Biodiversity Management and Sustainability
This module covers a) System concepts in
environmental science b) Globalisation versus
regionalisation c) Global economic cycles and
value creation d) International and national
programmes for implementing the UN’s
sustainable development goals e) Ecosystem
services and biodiversity indicators (analysis

and exploitation strategies) f) Internationally
oriented biodiversity management as part
of sustainability strategies in business
g) Biodiversity-oriented consideration of
operational functions and cross-sectional fields
h) Examples of biodiversity and good company.

TUD - Ecosystem Services - Foundations
This module provides an overview of the
historical development and current forms
of the concept of ecosystem services. The
module highlights the relationships between
biodiversity and ecosystem services and
looks at different approaches to defining
and
categorising
ecosystem
services.
Insights into global, regional and national

ecosystem assessment processes such as the
Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (MA), the
Intergovernmental Science Policy Platform on
Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services (IPBES) and
the UK National Ecosystem Assessment (NEA)
as well as the principles used in the approaches
taken and methods used for understanding and
evaluating ecosystem services.
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TUD - Environmental Law
Students will learn the basics of civil law
and will be able to apply the relevant legal
regulations. They will understand the
fundamental legal principles of environmental
law (precautionary, polluter pays, cooperation,
subsidiarity principles) and become familiar
with legal sources and standardisation levels
(international environmental law, EU law,
environmental law at the federal, state and local
levels).
Students will be familiar with international
agreements relating to biodiversity. They will
be able to apply impact and compensatory
regulations. They will also know about main
activities required where plans are subject to
approval or there is an obligation to perform

an environmental impact assessment (EIA).
They will be able to independently carry out or
contribute to the approval and EIA procedure.
Students will possess knowledge of the legally
compliant handling of hazardous substances
and the European chemical policy (REACh;
students can use these as a basis for creating
registers of hazardous substances and for
carrying out workplace safety analyses (in
accordance with German hazardous materials
regulations).
Students will be able to formulate and evaluate
operational instructions, lead disposal concepts
and document waste disposal as well as be
capable of making decisions on environmental
issues.

TUD - Finance
This module covers a) in-depth aspects
of modern, neoclassical financing theory
enhanced with known models, b) principles and
selected models of informational economic

financing theory; asymmetric information and
principal agent problems, c) principles and
selected approaches to behavioural economic
financing theory (behavioural finance).

TUD - Applied Microeconomics
The module covers the following topics:
1. Industrial economics: a) monopoly and
monopolistic competition, b) oligopolitical

markets. 2. Strategic competition: a) basic
game theory, b) insights into behavioural
economics.

2nd year – Summer Semester
There are no required-optional courses in 4th semester of studies. Students work on a diploma
thesis and register compulsory courses relating to the elaboration of the thesis.

Additional Required-optional courses
Availability of below mentioned required-optional courses provided by TUD in English may vary in a
particular academic year (please visit http://cec.ef.tul.cz/ for updated list of required-optional courses).
Alternatively, it is possible to study these courses in German:
1st year, summer semester:
Management Simulation Games
Environmental Communication and Responsibility
Regionality and Sustainability
Logistics Management 2
Risk Management
Corporate Social Responsibility Management

••
••
••
••
••
••

2nd year, winter semester:
Project Planning and Controlling
Project Planning, Accounting and Financial Management
Investment Planning
Information Management and Business Intelligence
Corporate Tax System
Controlling
Operations Research
Software Application Management Science (GAMS/R/MATLAB/GAUSS)

••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
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USEFUL
INFORMATION

The deadlines for applications at the Technical
University of Liberec are as follows:
31 March
for the first round
30 August
for the second round (not suitable for applicant who needs a visa and/or
			nostrification)

Applicants from the Czech Republic - requirements:

••
••
••

Certificate of tertiary education (a Bachelor degree) as prescribed by Act No. 49/2009, Coll.
English on B2 level according to the “Common European Framework of Reference for Languages”.
Applicants must successfully pass the entrance examination in English (written form).

Applicants outside EU - requirements:

••
••
••

Recognised tertiary education (a Bachelor degree) as prescribed by Act No. 49/2009, Coll.
English on B2 level according to the “Common European Framework of Reference for Languages”.
Applicants must successfully pass the entrance examination, which takes place in the form
of a committee interview (Skype distance interview is possible). The Commission assesses the
candidate’s qualifications and abilities (specialization of previous study, study results of previous
studies, language skills and expertise).

The application is available online via the website of our study information system STAG:
https://stag.tul.cz/portal/studium/uchazec?pc_lang=en

HOW TO APPLY?

How to get from
campus to campus?
By Car: The distance between our camp is only about 26 km, which is about a 40-minute-ride (via
Chrastava / Hrádek n. N.). There are no official student parking lots, but in Zittau, you can use the City
Parkhaus at Pfarrstraße 3 or the Parking Breite Straße.
By public transport: The way takes you about 70 minutes, dependent on the train and tram connections.
From Zittau train station to IHI Zittau (Markt 23): 10-minute-footwalk via Bahnhofstraße, then cross the
Theaterring at the traffic lights and head straight on via Haberkornplatz, Bautzener Straße and Markt.
From Liberec train station to Economická Fakulta TUL (Voroněžská 1329): Either a 15-minute-footwalk
via 1. máje, Pražská, nam. Dr. E. Beneše and Rumjancevová to Voroněžská or a 4-station/10-minute
tram ride (line 2 or 3 with destination “Zoo”) from stop “Nádraží” (station) to stop “Ulice 5. května”, then
some 200 metres footwalk via Voroněžská to Ekonomická Fakulta TUL.

Tickets and fares: The train trip is 50 CZK or 2,60 € (you can buy the ticket on board the train at the
conductor or at Liberec train station), a Liberec tram ticket is 20 CZK (you can buy it in the shop at
Liberec train station or at the ticket machine at the tram stop).
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Students have to decide which course they will study at which university in advance and register the
course in the information system of the particular university.
Each university applies own study rules and requirements for studies.

Credit and Examination System
Studies in Bachelor, Master and doctoral
programme programmes are realized by
means of a credit system. Each subject
included in the study programme is assigned a
certain number of credits. A student obtains
credits after passing the subject; i.e. in the case
of subjects concluded by a credit after passing
the credit, in the case of subjects concluded
by an examination (or by a credit and an
examination) after passing the examination.
At the same time, the student must complete

the subject in the academic year in which
s/he has registered for it, and at the latest
within the deadline set in the given academic
year’s Calendar. According to the study
programme, a student must obtain the number
of credits equal to at least the standard number
of years of studies multiplied by sixty (180
credits in Bachelor’s, 120 credits in Master’s,
240 credits in Doctoral study programme). The
credits must be obtained for subjects required
by the study programme and the study plan.

Examinations
Examinations and remedial examinations
are usually organized during the lesson-free
period specified by the Calendar of the given
academic year. With the teacher´s approval,

examinations can be taken also during the
holidays or during the semester, but at the
latest by the deadline specified by the
Calendar of the given academic year.

Organization of study
FE TUL

It depends on what course you choose.
Before enrolling in a course, check which university is offering it and the
requirements regarding the course.
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Enrolment for studies
An applicant becomes a student on the day of enrolment for studies. A student can be enrolled for
the next academic year or semester provided s/he fulfils the conditions for enrolment into the next
year or semester of study set out in the relevant study programme and in the Study and Examination
Regulations.
More information: http://www.ef.tul.cz/en/students
Student portal STAG: https://stag.tul.cz/portal/studium/index.html?pc_lang=en
Note for students registered via FE TUL:
Provided that a course is available both at the FE TUL and IHI TUD, a student has to make a decision
where he/she will study this particular course in advance before the semester starts. Courses you plan
to study at TUL you have to register in STAG. Courses which you will take at TUD, you will confirm in
Google Forms.
Changes after the deadline are not allowed!

Calendars of the academic year
Please check thoroughly the calendars of academic year of each university! There are significant
differences in terms and deadlines.
FE TUL: http://www.ef.tul.cz/en/students/calendar-of-the-academic-year
IHI ZITTAU: https://tu-dresden.de/studium/im-studium/studienorganisation/studienjahresablauf
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Organization of study
IHI ZITTAU
Re-registering for next semester
As laid down in § 11 Matriculation Regulations
(ImmaO) of the TU Dresden, every student
has to re-register for each semester in due
time and form to continue his study. In the
event that a student does not comply with
this obligation, his registration is cancelled in
accordance with § 13 ImmaO. Re-registration
is the timely payment of the semester fee as
well as the study fee (as appropriate) due. The
basis for the semester fee is provided by the
Fee Regulations of the Dresden Student Union
and the Student Council of the TU Dresden

as well as the University Fees Ordinance. As
the fee regulations are subject to constant
change, the contribution currently payable
is always announced only at the beginning
of the re-registration period in question.
Upon receipt of the fee, your Semesterbogen
(semester documents), including student ID
and immatriculation certificate, for the coming
semester will be printed out and sent to your
current postal address registered in the Student
Portal. Please ensure that your postal address
stored there is always up-to-date.

Examinations
The principles of the examination procedure
and further information (deadlines, assessment,
credits, free attempt “Freiversuch” etc.) are listed
in the examination regulations of the course
of study in question. The module descriptions
(Annex to the study regulations) detail all
necessary examinations and prerequisites
for each module and explain how the module
grade is calculated. TU Dresden does not have
a central examination office. The examination
administration is done by the individual,
decentralised examination offices.

Contact Examination office IHI Zittau:
Mrs. Effenberger
pruefungsamt.ihi@tu-dresden.de
phone: 03583-612 4122 / - 4112
Student portal:
https://tu-dresden.de/ihi-zittau/studium/
Studienorganisation/studentenportal

E-LEARNING SUPPORT
FE TUL
At the Faculty of Economics, e-learning support was prepared for most of the courses taught at the
Faculty of Economics.
How to register into the selected course in e-learning?
go to web page: https://elearning.tul.cz/login/index.php?lang=en
use your LIANE username and password to login into the course
in section navigation -> My profile ->Registration of the courses 				
(Registrace/odregistrace kurzů STAG) you will choose the courses you want (version 202x)
- you can see the course here, only if you have the course registered in STAG!
than you have click to Save changes !
now you should see your desired course in the section My courses

••
••
••
••
••

IHI ZITTAU
E-Learning support for the courses is available on OPAL ( https://bildungsportal.sachsen.de/opal/
shiblogin;jsessionid=F32D29BDAA64E8F3A627F66D8F0C4C8C.opalN7?0 ), including course materials,
inscription tools, virtual classrooms etc.), accessible with your student’s login.
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Building H is the main location of the Faculty of Economics. However, some lectures could be given
in other buildings. You can recognize in which building the classroom is by the first letter, e.g. Hxx –
building H, Pxx – building P. The second letter is the floor (this rule doesn’t apply to teachers’ offices;
office No. H-841 is on the 7th floor, H-621 is on the 5th floor etc.).
ground floor		

university canteen & cafeteria

				access to TUL Library
1st and 2nd floors

UNIHOTEL

3rd floor

classrooms H31 – H39

4th floor

classrooms H41 – H47

5th floor

Study Office

				

Dean & Secretary of the Faculty

				classrooms H52 & H53
				KMG – Department of Marketing and Trade
				KCJ – Department of Foreign Languages
				KSY – Department of Economic Statistics
6th floor

classrooms HI2, H61 & H62

				KPE – Department of Business Administration and Management
				KCJ – Department of Foreign Languages
7th floor

meeting room

				classroom HI1
				KEK – Department of Economics
				KFU – Department of Finance and Accounting
				KIN – Department of Informatics

Building H

street names

STREET NAMES

Map of University Buildings
A

Hálkova

IC

Studentská

B, C, D

Čížkova

K

1. máje

E

Studentská

L

Bendlova

F

Husova

M

17. listopadu

G

Studentská

P

Komenského

H

Voroněžská

S

Sokolská

N

W

H

E
S

S

K

P
JnN

1

TOWN HALL

ZOO

Towards ZOO

2

F. X. ŠALDA THEATRE

JnN

Towards Jablonec nad Nisou

3

MUSEUM

4

FORMER CITY BATHS - REGIONAL GALLERY

A B
C D
E F

HARCOV
Accomomodation

5

REGIONAL LIBRARY LIBEREC

MHD

PUBLIC TRANSPORT

6

CIVIC CENTER

TRAM LINE

1

HOSPITAL

2

3

TRAM STOPS

15 19 29

BUS STOPS

ZO O

JnN

A B

D IC
A

B

E

C

L

D E F

sport hall
JnN

G
F

C

M

Liberec and Zittau
Liberec
Liberec, in the Northern Bohemian region not
far from the borders with Poland and Germany,
is a place that will nourish both body and mind.
The city is on the fringe of the Jizera Mountains,
with a bowl of soaring peaks and evergreen
mountainsides all around. In winter Liberec is a
prime snow sport destination and a fixture on

the ski jumping circuit, while in summer the
opportunities for outdoor adventure are almost
endless. Inside Liberec there’s a wealth of things
to do for ages, but the city’s strong point is its
“edutainment” attractions that everybody is sure
to adore.

Manchester of Bohemia
Liberec was once home to a thriving textile industry and hence nicknamed

Zittau
Where else can you travel through three
countries within one hour by bike? Have a
beer after lectures in Czech Republic... Or spent
a weekend in nearby Prague or in the buzzing
student city Wrocław? Take a train right to the
ski slopes or for Mountainbiking in the Zittauer,
Iser or Karkonosze Mountains? Zittau is small,
sure, but it lies in the midst of one of the most

attractive and amazing (cultural) landscapes of
Europe! But Zittau is also worth staying at home:
Besides of a broad offer of university sports at
University of Applied Sciences Zittau/Görlitz,
Olbersdorf Lake lures with its sandy beach, a
cinema, an international film festival, an own
theatre company and alternative arts offers by
Hillerschen Villa are waiting for you...

The inner city of Zittau
still shows its original beauty with many houses from several architectural periods
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FREQUENTLY
ASKED
QUESTIONS

Frequently Asked
Questions
Why should I apply for International Management
at the Faculty of Economics of the TUL?

••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••

The Central European Campus (CEC) Nisa/Neisse is a unique way to study at two universities
in two countries at a time - without packing boxes! You combine your individual European-style
study programme module wise, take part in a seminar in Zittau before lunchtime and continue
at 2 p. m. in Liberec, commuting through a fascinating landscape with a free choice, on which
side of our border-crossing campus your affordable student home may be...
All courses are offered in English and, besides of some administrative charges, there are no
study fees.
Low prices compared to the rest of the Europe.
Study in a beautiful mountain setting.
Close proximity to Prague (60 minutes by bus).
A family atmosphere at the faculty.
Plentiful sports and activities such as cycling, skiing and hiking.
Faculty of Economics is located in the centre of Liberec.
Students are guaranteed accommodation in the university’s Halls of Residence in Harcov which
were the winner of the Best University Halls of the Year Award in years 2014, 2013 and 2011.
Health care at the university campus.

Where can I find more information about study
programme International Management and the
Central European Campus (CEC) Nisa/Neisse?
Central European Campus Nisa/Neisse with its study programme International Management has its own
joint website where information is provided by both partner universities: http://cec.ef.tul.cz/

Where can I find more details about the Faculty of
Economics and what it has to offer?
Visit our websites where you will find many extra details not specified by this prospectus – and you can
keep right up to date with any changes.
Websites in Czech: http://www.ef.tul.cz/ or http://www.ef.tul.cz/mojeskola/
Websites in English: http://www.ef.tul.cz/en/ or http://www.ef.tul.cz/myuniversity/

Are there any study fees?
Yes, there is an administration semester fee in IHI Zittau is 91,70 EUR for all enrolled students, including
students enrolled via FE TUL.
IHI students please specify the following number in the Verwendungszweck (reference field) field on the
Überweisungsbeleg (transfer voucher): 7097.0211.5150 plus the matriculation number! (breakdown:
84,10 EUR Student Union fee + 7,60 EUR for student council/student representation)
There is an opportunity to buy a “Semesterticket”, which enables students to use all local trains in Saxony
and public transport in Dresden during the semester. In 2020, the price is 189,00 EUR. So, if you choose
to add the semester ticket to your enrolment, the total amount is 280,70 EUR.
The students outside EU who were admitted via FE TUL pay the tuition fee USD 3 500 per academic
year to the FE TUL; applies for all study programmes in English.

How can I study at two universities at the same
time?
The schedule for International Management students is prepared so that the students can study both
universities simultaneously during the whole study year. In practice it means that lectures and seminars
at FE TUL are scheduled for Mondays and Tuesdays, and lectures and seminars at IHI TUD are planned
for Wednesdays and Thursdays.
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Don’t forget that there is lot of information
also on the website www.cec.ef.tul.cz

In what language is the study program International
Management carried out?
To study on the Central European Campus Nisa/Neisse means studying an integrated double degree
master programme on International Management in English.
After having completed a bachelor’s degree in Economics, you can apply for this programme EITHER
at the Faculty of Economics at Technical University of Liberec OR at the International Institute (IHI)
Zittau of TU Dresden. Your decision, where to apply, might depend upon a certain difference of the
two programmes, linked by CEC Nisa/Neisse: While the programme International Management at the
Technical University of Liberec is taught completely in English, the master programme International
Management at IHI Zittau is bilingual German and English and a knowledge of German language at
the level of DSH 2 is required from students, who enrol at TU Dresden.
Those students can then freely chose from the English module offer at Liberec and Zittau, but also can
attend German-taught modules at IHI Zittau. Students, enrolled at the Technical University of Liberec in
the CEC programme International Management can attend English-taught courses in Liberec and Zittau
without the precondition of German language skills.

No question is a stupid question!
If you have some more, send us an e-mail or visit our websites.
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Partners of the
Faculty of Economics
Main Partners

Partners

BPR | ČSJ | DB Schenker | Lipo.ink | ČSÚ
Lasvit | Miton | Knorr-Bremse | VÚTS
Pivovar Rohozec | Crytur | Sundisk | Festool

Equality and Diversity
Promoting equality, fairness and diversity at the university is everybody’s responsibility.

Technical University in Liberec believes that:
All people have a right to work or study at the university with an equal chance of success,
free from fear of discrimination, harassment or intimidation.
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